
Indutive Assertions and Operational SemantisJ Strother MooreDepartment of Computer SienesUniversity of Texas at AustinAustin, TX 78712-1188, USAE-mail: moore�s.utexas.eduAbstrat. This paper shows how lassi indutive assertions an beused in onjuntion with an operational semantis to prove partial or-retness properties of programs. The method imposes only the proof obli-gations that would be produed by a veri�ation ondition generator butdoes not require the de�nition of a veri�ation ondition generation. Thepaper fouses on iterative programs but reursive programs are brieydisussed. Assertions are attahed to the program by de�ning a prediateon states. This prediate is then \ompleted" to an alleged invariant bythe de�nition of a partial funtion de�ned in terms of the state transi-tion funtion of the operational semantis. If this alleged invariant an beproved to be an invariant under the state transition funtion, it followsthat the assertions are true every time they are enountered in exeutionand thus that the post-ondition is true if reahed from a state satisfy-ing the pre-ondition. But beause of the manner in whih the allegedinvariant is de�ned, the veri�ation onditions are suÆient to prove in-variane. Indeed, the \natural" proof generates as subgoals the lassialveri�ation onditions. The invariant funtion may be thought of as astate-based veri�ation ondition generator for the annotated program.The method allows standard indutive assertion style proofs to be on-struted diretly in an operational semantis setting. The tehnique isdemonstrated by proving the partial orretness of a simple byteodeprogram with respet to a pre-existing operational model of the JavaVirtual Mahine.1 SummaryThis paper onnets two well-known approahes to program veri�ation: opera-tional semantis and indutive assertions. The paper shows how one an adoptthe larity and onreteness of a formal operational semantis while inurringjust the proof obligations of the indutive assertion method, without writinga veri�ation ondition generator or other extra-logial tool. In partiular, theformal de�nition of the state transition funtion an be used diretly to generateveri�ation onditions for annotated programs.In this setion the idea is presented in the abstrat. Some details are skippedand a deliberate onfusion of states with formulas is perpetrated to onvey thebasi idea. Subsequently, the method is applied to a partiular formal operational



semantis, program, annotation, mehanial theorem prover, et., to demon-strate that the basi idea is pratial.Consider a simple one loop program � (Figure 1) that onludes with a HALTinstrution. Assume instrutions are addressed sequentially, with � being theaddress or label of the �rst instrution and  being the address or label of theHALT. Let the pre- and post-onditions of the program be P and Q respetively.The arrows of Figure 1 indiate the ontrol ow; funtions f , g, and h indiatethe ompound state transitions along the ars and t is the test for staying in theloop. R is the loop invariant and \uts" the only loop. The partial orretnesshallenge is to prove that if P holds at � then Q holds whenever (if) ontrolreahes .
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γFig. 1. The One-Loop Program � with AnnotationsTo give meaning to suh programs with an operational semantis, one for-malizes the abstrat mahine state and the e�et of eah instrution on the state.Typially the state, s, is a vetor or n-tuple desribing available omputationalresoures suh as environments, staks, ags, et. It is assumed here that thestate inludes a program ounter, p (s), and the urrent program, prog (s)),whih are used to determine the next instrution. Instrutions are given mean-ing by de�ning a state transition funtion step. Typially, step (s) is de�ned byonsidering the next instrution and transforming the state omponents aord-ingly. For example, a LOAD instrution might advane the program ounter andpush onto some stak the ontents of some spei�ed variable. More ompliatedinstrutions, suh as method invoation, may a�et many parts of the state. TheHALT instrution is partiularly simple; it is a no-op.It is onvenient to de�ne an iterated step funtion:run (k; s) = �s if k = 0run (k � 1; step (s)) otherwise2



and to make the onvention that sk = run (k; s).Given this operational semantis, the formalization of the partial orretnessresult isTheorem: Corretness of Program �.p (s) = � ^ prog (s) = � ^ P (s) ^ p (sk) =  ! Q (sk):Proof. In an operational semantis setting, theorems suh as the Corretness ofProgram � are proved by establishing an invariane Inv (s) with the followingthree properties:1. Inv (s)! Inv (step (s)),2. p (s) = � ^ prog (s) = � ^ P (s)! Inv (s), and3. p (s) =  ^ prog (s) = � ^ Inv (s)! Q (s).The main theorem is then proved as follows. The indutive appliation ofproperty 1 produes4. Inv (s)! Inv (sk).Furthermore, instantiation of the s in property 3 with sk produes5. p (sk) =  ^ prog (sk) = � ^ Inv (sk)! Q (sk).We assume no instrution in � hanges the program; hene prog (s) = prog (sk).The Corretness of Program � then follows immediately from 2, 4, and 5. 2Property 1, above, is problemati; it fores the user of the methodology toharaterize all the states reahable from the hosen initial state. Contrast thissituation with that enjoyed by the user of the indutive assertion method, whereassertions are attahed only to ertain user-hosen ut-points, as in Figure 1. Anextra-logial proess, whih enodes the language semantis as formula trans-formations, is then applied to the annotated program text to generate proofobligations or veri�ation onditionsVC1. P (s)! R (f (s)),VC2. R (s) ^ t! R (g (s)), andVC3. R (s) ^ :t! Q (h(s)).If these formulas are proved, the user is then assured that if P holds initiallythen Q holds when (if) the program terminates.To render this assurane formal, i.e., write it as a formula, one must adoptsome logi of programs, i.e., a logi that allows the ombination of lassialmathematial expressions about numbers, sequenes, vetors, et., with programtext and terminology. The resulting programming language semantis is extra-logial in the sense that it is expressed as rules of inferene in a metalanguageand is not diretly subjet to formal analysis within the logi. In ontrast, in theoperational approah, the semantis is expressed within the language (typiallyas de�ned funtions or relations on states), programs are objets in the logial3



universe, and the properties of both | programs and the semanti funtions andrelations { are subjet to proof within the logi.The entral question of this paper is whether it is possible to have the bestof both worlds: the onreteness and larity of an operational semantis in alassial logial setting but the elegane and simpliity of an indutive assertion-style proof. The entral question may be put bluntly as \Is it possible to provethe formula named `Corretness of Program �,' above, diretly from VC1{VC3?"The answer is \yes."Reall that the proof of `Corretness of Program �' required the de�nitionof Inv (s) satisfying properties 1{3 above. The key to onstruting an indu-tive assertion-style proof in an operational setting is the following de�nition ofInv (s). Inv (s) �8>><>>:prog (s) = � ^ P (s) if p (s) = �prog (s) = � ^ R (s) if p (s) = �prog (s) = � ^Q (s) if p (s) = Inv (step (s)) otherwiseThe logiian will immediately ask whether there exists a prediate satisfyingthis equivalene. The aÆrmative answer is provided in [8℄. The logial rux of thematter is that Inv (s) is de�ned with tail-reursion and there exists a satisfyingand total witness for every tail-reursive equivalene. If some loop in the programis not ut, the equivalene may not uniquely de�ne a prediate, but at least onewitness exists.Inv (s) learly has properties 2 and 3. It therefore remains only to proveproperty 1. As will beome apparent, the proof that Inv (s) has property 1 willgenerate the veri�ation onditions as subgoals. To drive this home, we desribethe proess by whih the proof is onstruted rather than merely the formulasprodued. Reall Figure 1. Suessive steps from a state s with p � eventuallyprodue the state f (s) with p �. Similarly, if t, then suessive steps from astate s with p � produe g (s) with p �, and if :t, then suessive steps froma state s with p � produe h (s) with p . Furthermore, repeated symboliexpansion and simpli�ation of the step funtion produe the transformationsdesribed by f, g, and h.Theorem: Property 1. Inv (s)! Inv (step (s))Proof. Consider the ases on p (s) as used in the de�nition of Inv.Case: p (s) = �. The hypothesis, Inv (s) may be simpli�ed to prog (s) = � ^P (s). Consider the onlusion, Inv (step(s)). Symboli simpli�ation of step (s),given p (s) = � and prog (s) = �, produes a symboli state s0 with p (s0) =� + 1. For program � either � + 1 is � or it is none of the ut points �, �or . In the latter ase, Inv (step (s)) � Inv (s0) � Inv (step (s0)) and steppingontinues until � is reahed at state f (s). Hene, Inv (step (s)) � R (f (s0)) (sineprog (f (s)) = �). Thus, this ase simpli�es to the goalp (s) = � ^ prog (s) = � ^ P (s)! R (f (s)):4



This is just VC1 (with two now-irrelevant hypotheses, given traditional assertionsP and R).Case: p (s) = �. The hypothesis Inv (s) simpli�es to prog (s) = � ^R (s). Thenthe symboli simpli�ation of step (s) in the onlusion produes a bifuratedsymboli state whose program ounter depends on test t. Repeated expansionsof the de�nition of Inv on both branhes of the state eventually reah states g (s)and h (s) at whih Inv is de�ned. The results are VC2 and VC3, respetively.Case: p (s) = . The hypothesis Inv (s) simpli�es to prog (s) = � ^ Q (s).But the step (s) in the onlusion simpli�es to s beause the instrution at in � is the no-op HALT. Hene, Inv (s) � Inv (step(s)) and this ase is trivial(propositionally true independent of the assertions).Case: otherwise. Sine p (s) is not one of the ut-points, Inv (s) � Inv (step(s))by de�nition of Inv and this ase is also trivial.2 Hene, if the veri�ation onditions VC1{VC3 have been proved, the proofof property 1, the step-wise invariane of Inv, involves no assertion-spei� rea-soning. More interestingly, given the de�nition of Inv, the proof generates theveri�ation onditions by symboli expansion of the operational semantis' statetransition funtion.Pratially speaking this means that with a mehanial theorem prover and aformal operational semantis one an enjoy the bene�ts of the indutive assertionmethod without writing a veri�ation ondition generator or other extra-logialtools to do formula transformations.Another pratial rami�ation of this paper is that it provides a simple meansto de�ne a step-wise invariant given only the assertions at the ut points. Step-wise invariants are frequently needed in operational semantis-based proofs ofsafety and liveness properties.2 Related Work and DisussionMCarthy [9℄ made expliit the notion of operational semantis, in whih \themeaning of a program is de�ned by its e�et on the state vetor."The indutive assertion method for proving programs orret was impliitlyused by von Neumann and Goldstine in [3℄ and made expliit in the lassi papersby Floyd [2℄ and Hoare [4℄. The �rst mehanized veri�ation ondition generator,whih generates proof obligations from ode and attahed assertions, was writtenby King [6℄. Hoare, of ourse, rendered the indutive assertion method formal byintroduing a logi of programs. From the pratial perspetive most programlogis are mehanized with two trusted tools, a formula generator, here alled aVCG, and a theorem prover. It is not unommon for the VCG to inlude not justlanguage semantis as formula transformers but also some logial simpli�ation(i.e., theorem proving) to keep the generated proof obligations manageable.This paper ontains one apparently novel idea: a step-wise invariant an bede�ned from the indutive assertions using the state-transition funtion. One5



may think of this as a methodology for obtaining a state-based veri�ation on-dition generator from an operational semantis. By doing it on a per programbasis the method avoids the need to generate or trust extra-logial tools.The use of indutive assertions in onjuntion with a formal operationalsemantis to prove partial orretness results mehanially is not new. RobertS. Boyer and the author developed it for their Analysis of Programs ourse atthe University of Texas at Austin as early as 1983. In that lass, an operationalsemantis for a simple proedural language in Nqthm [1℄ was de�ned and theourse explored program orretness proofs that ombined operational semantiswith indutive assertions. These proofs motivated the exploration of total versuspartial orretness, Hoare logis, and veri�ation ondition generation. For anNqthm proof sript illustrating the use of indutive assertions in an operationalsemantis setting, see [10℄.A reent example of the use of assertions to prove theorems about a programmodeled operationally may be found in [13℄, where a safety property of a non-terminating multi-threaded Java system is proved with respet to an operationalsemantis for the Java Virtual Mahine [12℄.However, in the earlier work the invariant expliitly inluded an assertion forevery value of the p. (The invariant must reognize every reahable state andso must handle every p; the issue is whether it does so expliitly or impliitly.)An alternative way to ombine indutive assertions at seleted ut pointswith an operational semantis in a lassial formal setting is to formalize andverify a VCG with respet to the operational semantis. In [5℄, for example,an HOL proof of the orretness of a VCG for a simple proedural language isdesribed. The work inludes support for mutually reursive proedures. Formalproofs of the veri�ation onditions ould, in priniple, be used with the theoremstating the orretness of the VCG, to derive a property stated operationally.But the method desribed here does not require the de�nition of a VCG muhless a proof of its orretness.Logially speaking, a ruial aspet of the novel idea here is that the step-wise invariant is de�ned using tail reursion. The admission of a new funtion orprediate symbol via reursive de�nition is generally handled by a de�nitionalpriniple that insures the existene (and often the uniqueness) of the de�ned on-ept. In many logis, this requires a termination proof. Admitting Inv under suha de�nitional priniple would require a measure of the distane to the next utpoint and a proof that the distane dereases under step. That imposes a proofburden not generally inurred by the user of the indutive assertion method.(Every loop must be ut for the indutive assertion method to be e�etive; thequestion is whether that must be proved formally or merely demonstrated bythe suessful generation of the veri�ation onditions.)The tehnique used here exploits the observation that Inv is tail-reursiveand hene admissible without proof obligation, given the work of Manolios andMoore [8℄ in whih it was proved that every tail-reursive equation may bewitnessed by a total funtion. The tail-reursive funtion may not be uniquelyde�ned by the equation | this ours if insuÆient ut points are hosen. Suh6



a failure is manifested by an in�nite loop in the proess of generating/provingthe step invariane. This is the same behavior a VCG user would experiene inthe analogous situation.The tehnique here is similar in spirit to one used by Pete Manolios [privateommuniation℄ to attak the 2-Job version of the Apprentie problem [13℄.There, he de�ned the reahable states of the Apprentie problem as all the statesthat ould be reahed from ertain states by the exeution of a �xed maximumnumber of steps.3 A Demonstration of the MethodTo illustrate the tehnique a mehanized formal logi and an operational seman-tis must be introdued. In this paper we use the ACL2 logi [?℄. In this logi,funtion appliation is denoted as in Lisp, e.g., run (k; s) is written (run k s).For the demonstration we hoose a pre-existing operational semantis for asigni�ant fragment of the JVM [7℄ is used. The model is alled M5 [12℄ andit was hosen simply beause it was available and it was realisti. The JVMis a good example of an abstrat mahine that is suÆiently ompliated thatwriting a VCG for it a serious and error-prone undertaking.The semantis of the JVM byteode may be gathered from [7℄ or by inspe-tion of the formal model. In this paper, omments in our byteode explain thelanguage. Roughly speaking, the JVM is a stak mahine in whih eah methodinvoation alloates a new stak frame whih is popped upon return. Eah frameontains a stak for the omputation of intermediate results by the byteode ofthe method. The most primitive native arithmeti is 32-bit twos omplement,here alled \int arithmeti" after the Java term for suh integers. In int arith-meti, overow is not signaled; adding one to the most positive integer produesthe most negative integer. M5 models this and many other aspets of Java, in-luding the reation of instane objets in the heap, the invoation of stati,speial, and virtual methods, the reation of multiple threads, and synhroniza-tion via monitors. The later details are not exposed in this paper, with oneexeption: the step funtion for M5 takes two arguments instead of just one:(step th s) is the state obtained by stepping thread th in state s. The runfuntion, instead of taking the number of steps, takes a list of thread identi�ers,alled a shedule, and steps those threads sequentially.The paper desribes a partial orretness proof of a simple M5 program viathe indutive assertion method. See [11℄ for a long version of the paper withother examples.4 An Iterative ProgramBelow is an M5 program that derements its �rst loal, informally alled n, by 2and iterates until the result is 0. On eah iteration it adds 1 to its seond loalvariable, here alled a, whih is initialized to 0. Thus, the method omputes n/2,7



heneforth written (/ n 2), when n is even. It does not terminate when n isodd.The program is slightly simpler to deal with if it is assumed that n is a non-negative int. The program atually terminates for even negative ints, beauseJava's int arithmeti wraps around: the most negative int, -2147483648, is evenand when it is deremented by 2 it beomes the most positive even, 2147483646.For simpliity, the program onludes with the �titious HALT instrution, whihstops the mahine. The program onstant below is named *flat-prog* beauseit does not return to a aller but stops the mahine. Method invoation is dis-ussed later in the paper.(defonst *flat-prog*'((ICONST 0) ; 0(ISTORE 1) ; 1 a := 0(ILOAD 0) ; 2 top of loop:(IFEQ 14) ; 3 if n=0, goto 17(ILOAD 1) ; 6(ICONST 1) ; 7(IADD) ; 8(ISTORE 1) ; 9 a := a+1(ILOAD 0) ;10(ICONST 2) ;11(ISUB) ;12(ISTORE 0) ;13 n := n-2(GOTO -12) ;14 goto top of loop(ILOAD 1) ;17 push a(HALT))) ;18Let the initial value of n be n0. The goal is to prove that if n0 is a non-negative int and ontrol reahes p 18, then n0 is even and (/ n 2) is on thestak. That is, if the program halts the initial input must have been even andthe �nal answer is half that input.Rather than deal with integer division during the ode proof, the followingfuntion is introdued. The deision to use this funtion rather than algebraiexpressions to express the properties of the ode is independent of the deisionto express the properties with indutive assertions.(defun halfa (n a)(if (zp n)a(halfa (- n 2) (int-fix (+ a 1)))))Here, int-fix returns the integer represented by the low-order 32-bits of its ar-gument and thus implements int wrap-around. The indutive assertion methodwill be used to establish that if the program terminates it will leave (halfa n00) on the stak. A seond theorem, independent of the ode, establishes that(halfa n0 0) is (/ n 2) under ertain onditions. Suh deomposition of ode8



proofs into \algorithm" and \requirements" is standard in the ACL2 ommunityand independent of whether indutive assertions are being used. It is possible, ofourse, to mix the two via indutive assertions about division or multipliationby two.5 The Assertions at the Three Cut PointsThe ut points, to whih assertions will be attahed, are at program ounters0 (�), 2 (�), and 18 (). The assertions themselves, alled P, R, and Q in theearlier treatment, are aptured by the following funtion de�nitions. The namesof the funtions are, of ourse, irrelevant but indiate how they will be used. Inthe earlier treatment it was onvenient to make these funtions of state; herethey are funtions of the initial input n0 and the relevant state omponents,namely n and a.(defun flat-pre-ondition (n0 n)(and (equal n n0)(intp n0)(<= 0 n0)))(defun flat-loop-invariant (n0 n a)(and (intp n0)(<= 0 n0)(intp n)(if (and (<= 0 n)(evenp n))(equal (halfa n a)(halfa n0 0))(not (evenp n)))(iff (evenp n0) (evenp n))))(defun flat-post-ondition (n0 value)(and (evenp n0)(equal value (halfa n0 0))))The details of the assertions are not germane to this paper. The assertions aretypial indutive assertions for suh a program. They are ompliated primarilybeause of Java's int arithmeti. Halfa traks the behavior of the program onlyas long as n stays non-negative. Things would be simpler if the pre-onditionrequired that n0 be even or if the post-ondition did not assert that n0 is even.These assertions were hosen to illustrate that operational semantis ould beused to address partial orretness of non-terminating programs inluding theharaterization of when termination ours.9



6 Veri�ation ConditionsGiven *flat-prog*, the informal attahment of the three assertions to the ho-sen ut points, and a VCG for the JVM, the following veri�ation onditionswould be produed.(defthm VC1 ; entry to loop(implies (flat-pre-ondition n0 n)(flat-loop-invariant n0 n 0)))(defthm VC2 ; loop to loop(implies (and (flat-loop-invariant n0 n a)(not (equal n 0)))(flat-loop-invariant n0(int-fix (- n 2))(int-fix (+ 1 a)))))(defthm VC3 ; loop to exit(implies (and (flat-loop-invariant n0 n a)(equal n 0))(flat-post-ondition n0 a)))These are easily proved. The hallenge is: how an these three theorems beused to verify a partial orretness result for *flat-prog*?7 Attahing the Assertions to the CodeIn the earlier treatment of the method, the invariant onjoined eah assertionwith prog (s) = �. Here we introdue an intermediate funtion to do this andalso to name relevant omponents of the state.(defun flat-assertion (n0 th s)(let ((n (nth 0 (loals (top-frame th s))))(a (nth 1 (loals (top-frame th s)))))(and (equal (program (top-frame th s)) *flat-prog*)(ase (p (top-frame th s))(0 (flat-pre-ondition n0 n))(2 (flat-loop-invariant n0 n a))(18 (let ((value (top (stak (top-frame th s)))))(flat-post-ondition n0 value)))(otherwise nil)))))The let identi�es parts of the JVM state of interest: the 0th loal of thread th,alled n, and the 1st loal of thread th, alled a. It requires that the programbeing exeuted by the thread be *flat-prog* (\�"). It then ase splits on thep of thread th and for program ounters 0, 2, and 18 makes an assertion aboutn, a, and n0. The variable symbol value at the post-ondition is bound to thevalue on top of the operand stak of the relevant thread at the onlusion of theprogram. 10



8 The Nugget: De�ning the InvariantThe nugget in this paper is how the assertions, attahed to seleted ut points,are ompleted into a step-wise invariant on states.The invariant is introdued with the defpun (\de�ne partial funtion") utilityof [8℄. The assertions are tested at the three ut points and all other statementsinherit the invariant of the next statement. This de�nition is analogous to thatfor Inv in the abstrat treatment, exept that the invariant also takes the initialinput, n0, and the identi�er of the relevant thread, th.(defpun flat-inv (n0 th s)(if (or (equal (p (top-frame th s)) 0)(equal (p (top-frame th s)) 2)(equal (p (top-frame th s)) 18))(flat-assertion n0 th s)(flat-inv n0 th (step th s))))9 ProofsHere is the key theorem, alled \property 1 of Inv" or the step-wise invarianttheorem.(defthm flat-inv-step(implies (flat-inv n0 th s)(flat-inv n0 th (step th s))))As noted earlier, the proof attempt generates the veri�ation onditions (witha few extra hypotheses about the program ounter and urrent program). IfACL2's data base already ontains the theorems VC1{VC3, those theorems areused to omplete the proof of flat-inv-step. If the veri�ation onditions havenot already been proved, the proof attempt here generates and proves them.Central to the proess is the symboli simpli�ation of state expressions underthe state transition funtion step.Having proved the invariane of flat-inv under step the next theorem inthe mehanized \methodology" orresponds to property 4 of the earlier proof ofthe Corretness of Program �. is trivial. The theorem states that flat-inv isinvariant under arbitrarily long runs of the thread in question.(defthm flat-inv-run(implies (and (mono-threadedp th shed)(flat-inv n0 th s))(flat-inv n0 th (run shed s))))where(defun mono-threadedp (th shed)(if (endp shed) 11



t(and (equal th (ar shed))(mono-threadedp th (dr shed))))).Proof of flat-inv-run is trivial by indution and appeal to flat-inv-step.Thus, if the initial state has p 0 and satis�es the pre-ondition, and, aftersome arbitrary mono-threaded run, a state with p 18 is reahed, then it satis�esthe post-ondition, namely, n0 is even and the answer is (halfa n0 0). Formallythis an be written as follows.(defthm flat-main(let ((s1 (run shed s0)))(implies (and (intp n0)(<= 0 n0)(equal (p (top-frame th s0)) 0)(equal (loals (top-frame th s0)) (list n0 any))(equal (program (top-frame th s0)) *flat-prog*)(mono-threadedp th shed)(equal (p (top-frame th s1)) 18))(and (evenp n0)(equal (top (stak (top-frame th s1)))(halfa n0 0))))))This is proved by using the instane of flat-inv-run obtained by letting s bes0. Flat-main is essentially the goal, exept it haraterizes the answer as (halfan0 0). If (/ n0 2) were preferred, either a separate proof relating (halfa n00) to (/ n0 2) ould be performed, or the assertions ould be stated in termsof division in the �rst plae. In any ase, this issue is independent of the use ofindutive assertions.Notie what has been aomplished. Flat-main is a partial orretness the-orem about a JVM program, formalized with an operational semantis. Thereative part of the proof onsisted of the de�nition of the three assertions. Theproof of the key lemma, flat-inv-step, generated (and requires the proof of)the lassi veri�ation onditions just as though a VCG for the JVM were avail-able. But no VCG was de�ned. The proof does not establish termination of theode under the pre-onditions but does haraterize neessary onditions to reahthe HALT statement. Finally, neither the theorem nor the proof involved ount-ing instrutions or de�ning what is alled a \lok funtion" in the Boyer-Mooreommunity.10 Method Invoation and ReturnThe HALT instrution in the previous program is �titious but handy. Steppingthe mahine while on a HALT leaves the mahine at the HALT. Thus, the invarianeof the exit assertion is easy to prove one the exit is reahed. In realisti ode, themahine does not halt but returns ontrol to the aller and non-trivial stepping12



ontinues. A useful indutive assertion methodology must deal with all andreturn. This paper does not disuss all and return in detail; see [11℄.On the JVM, method invoation pushes a new stak frame on the invoationstak of the ative thread. Abstratly, that frame may be thought of as ontain-ing the byteode for the newly invoked method with initial p 0. The new frameontains an initially empty \operand stak" for intermediate results. When er-tain return instrutions are exeuted, the topmost item, v, on the operand stakis removed, the invoation stak is popped, and v is pushed onto the operandstak of the aller.1To deal with all and return via indutive assertions, two hanges are made tothe \methodology" desribed above. First, instead of using run to run the statea ertain number of steps, the new funtion run-to-return is introdued, whihruns a ertain number of steps or until the state returns from the all depth, d0,at whih the run was started. Seond, the assertion funtion is hanged so thatthe post-ondition is asserted if the all depth is less than d0.To deal with reursive methods, one must haraterize the stak of framesreated by previous reursive alls so that returns produe states in whihontinued symboli evaluation is possible.11 ConlusionThis paper has demonstrated that indutive assertion style proofs an be arriedout in an operational semantis framework, without produing a veri�ation on-dition generator or inurring proof obligations beyond those produed by suh atool. The key insight is that assertions attahed to ut points in a program anbe propagated by a tail-reursive funtion to reate an alleged invariant. Theproof that the alleged invariant is invariant under the state transition funtionprodues the standard veri�ation onditions. The invariane result an thenbe traded in for a partial orretness result stated in terms of the operationalsemantis, without requiring the onstrution of loks or the ounting of in-strutions.No veri�ation ondition generator need be onstruted. Given an operationalsemantis it is possible, more or less immediately, to perform indutive assertionstyle proofs of partial orretness theorems.The proess of proving the step-wise invariane of the ompleted assertions\naturally" produes the veri�ation onditions. To be more preise, the proofobligations produed orrespond exatly to the veri�ation onditions with someadditional hypotheses about the loation of the program ounter and the identityof the program being analyzed.This situation is attrative for three reasons. First, writing a veri�ationondition generator for a realisti programming language like JVM byteode iserror-prone. For example, method invoation involves ompliated non-syntatiissues like method resolution with respet to the objet on whih the method is1 Some forms of return implement void methods and return no v to the aller.13
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